
Board Club Meeting 2/20/17- 6:30pm 

 Meeting called into order by Alejandro at 6:40pm 

 Club Meeting- updating on all board meeting updates: we will discuss 4 or 5 things. 

 We have a donation system; people need a 503c although it is all set up. On the donations page 

we have the different levels of donations. In the donation packages you can see what different 

packages we have. We have to add to the website to ensure that the team gets a percentage. 

There will be special status for teams for example for teams that are traveling such as Barcelona. 

Questions by Esteban- Are we doing something else for the people that donate? Alejandro says 

that there are special donations 

 Dynamo night out- 

 Alocating of the field for practices- we are limited by the 2 fields with lights. We are trying to 

allocate practice time for every time. We no longer will do the “I got here first”  

 We will print it and post it on the board 

 Volunteering- Field Allocation Manager- anything with soccer- Coordinating with coaches on 

fields and cancelations 

 Donations- we need donations 

 Dynamo Event- Dynamo event will be hosted on our complex- everything will be set up and 

playes from Dynamo and Dash will be out. We still have it here; we are waiting on the date. Try 

to invite the major of Baytown and the parks commissioner. 

 Donations program for cleats/shin guards- they lack appropriate equipment- we want to have a 

program for a collection box out on the soccer fields, used cleats and shin guards that they 

would like to donate- We need a team to head that, clean them. What would we need?  

 Club apparel- local company to provide TY-shirts for the programs/hats/shirts. 

 Esteban- Tournament at the end of the season- we have a big complex. Just a concept. No 

potential date as of yet, after the spring season. We could do a Turkey shoot thanksgiving 

tournament- We could have a spring tournament. There has to be a letter sent to the state so 

there is no conflict so the insurance can cover the players. Work several options to present to 

the club. 

 That is a sample of the shirts 

 We need to order to change the logo we need to present at the meeting, discuss and come back 

and vote on it.  

 U8 is 15$ U6 is 10$- Barcelona team 

 Flyer will be here next meeting 

 We have 2,000$ donated for the donations program 

 We have right at 59,000$ at the bank, Elo went to the state website because we were looking at 

the STYSA grant program and club can apply for field facility improvements, it took Elo to the 

website spoke to the lady at state office, Elo wrote a letter for the grant money for the budget. 

IF the county has money available, get the grant and match the funds. We can get lights on the 

south side and north side.  



 Register- 290 registered for Spring-100 of those are 100 players-  3 whole teams that are coming 

over. We are going to need new coaches- come next weekend we will have teams set up and 

assign players to team.  Frank will be assigning players. If you have a player returning, please 

have them registered before 2/25.  

 If you coach last year and you talk to anyone email Frank the list of players you want in your 

team. 

 If you coach in the fall you need to re-register in the spring 

 Every Season you need to register for the team. 

 Question- He is new to the club-North Channel in the comments put down the team name and 

send Frank email who he wants in his team- jose  

 U11 and U9- Both Boys teams- East Lake 

 Sonny Hernandez- From Crosby U11 

 Marco Castillo- Team was ok- as far as registrations- What age group U10 boys born 2007- 

Warriors 

 Andrew for the Challenger-  

 Mike will talk about the camp 

 Coaches educations- we have a coach website for free- hundreds of drills, we have a website.  

 Tournament division- they can help us run it- Mike? 

 Camps will be held at night- How advance the camps-No needing to provide a minimum of 

players and a contact- all of we need is a liasions- 

 What weeks are available- July 24th, July 31st- The price is set for 3 hours 147$ less than 10$ an 

hour. Free camp- raffle it off.  

 How do we get Coaches handbooks?  

 Barcelona will set up a Spirit night at Chick-Fil-lay 

 Can the organization match any % of the sales raised on spirit night towards Barcelona team? 

 Can we have a night out to mark fields or maintained the fields- March 18th- we can have 

refreshments. This is voted in. 

 Coaches Training- How do we get teams  

 Director of Coaching- set up training- I vote for Esteban. 

Meeting adjurn at 8:01pm 

 

 


